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Abstract

One of the drawbacks of COVID-19 infection pandemic is home staying and less transfer and face to face communications resulting in worldwide extension in use of many telecommunication applications. Telemedicine is defined as on-line delivery of health care services (diagnosis, treatment and follow-up) through communications technology devices as smartphones, laptops or androids using telecommunication facilities. All over the last few years, many studies conducted to evaluate the value of application of telemedicine in neonatal disorders like retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), tele-echocardiography, neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), neonatal resuscitation and family support after discharge from NICUs. In this editorial we will highlight the application of telemedicine use in neonatal resuscitation either in the delivery room or in NRP Programs. In conclusion: Telemedicine application in neonatology is a rapidly progressing and becoming integrated into health care services as a way to facilitate access for many neonatal disorders like retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), tele-echocardiography, neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), neonatal resuscitation and family support after discharge from NICUs. We need more studies in Egypt to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of this modality of health care service.
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Introduction

One of the drawbacks of COVID-19 infection pandemic is home staying as long as possible as well as less transfer and face to face communications, but on the other hand, one of the positive effects to this pandemic is worldwide extension in use of many telecommunication applications like zoom, webex meet, and many medical on-line applications [1]. Telemedicine is defined as on-line delivery of health care services (diagnosis, treatment and follow-up) through communications technology devices as smartphones, laptops or androids using telecommunication facilities [2]. That means transfer of the physician experience in a specific health care service online to the patient either directly or through his physician/general practitioner. The need for telemedicine is increasing due to two reasons; the first to cover the gap between different hospitals as regards the availability of expert physicians and the second to decrease the un-necessary transfer of patients to hospitals [3]. This will improve the patient morbidity and mortality by directing those patients to health care service with expertise without transfer. All over the last few years, many studies conducted to evaluate the value of application of telemedicine in neonatal disorders like retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) [4], tele-echocardiography [5], neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) [6], neonatal resuscitation [7] and family support after discharge from NICUs [8]. In this editorial we will highlight the application of telemedicine use in neonatal resuscitation either in the delivery room or in NRP Programs.

Why telemedicine now?

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommended that infants less than 32 weeks of gestation should be delivered in centers with tertiary levels NICUs [9]. Several studies reported that mortality was less among preterm infants who if they delivered and treated in centers with higher levels of neonatal care especially those with tertiary level
NICUs [10, 11]. Unfortunately presence of a neonatologist who is expert in neonatal resuscitation is not the role and many hospitals as well as primary health care centers had a shortage in such service; so, infants who require advanced resuscitation could not reach to NICUs with tertiary levels leading to poor outcomes when delivered at such hospitals [11]. Using recent technology medical online services, like telemedicine, can cover this gap between hospitals with tertiary levels NICUs and those lacking this advantage.

**Is telemedicine is applicable for neonatal resuscitation?**

When we know that effective ventilation is the most important step in neonatal resuscitation; so, it can be valuable for less expert physicians in neonatal resuscitation to use on-line NPR programs [12]. A recent study conducted by McCauley, et al., 2018 [13] demonstrated the feasibility and safety of a neonatal resuscitation telemedicine program (NRTP) supported local providers with resuscitation. In another study conducted by Fang JL, et al. 2018 [14]; they found that application of telemedicine in neonatal resuscitation decreased the time needed to establish an effective ventilation which means that less morbidity of hypoxic ischemic insults.

In another study conducted by Makkar et al., 2020 [15], they reported that the outcomes of infants who received a consultation by expert neonatologists using telemedicine during resuscitation is better than for those who did not use telemedicine. Albritton et al [16] reported that application of telemedicine resulted in significant cost savings by preventing the unnecessary transfer of mothers or neonates to hospitals with higher level NICUs.

**Successful telemedicine requirement**

For successful telemedicine applications, presence of effective equipment’s utilized for the audio-visual connection between both the expert neonatologist at the remote site of connection and the
junior physicians in the delivery room is mandatory which may be wireless and mobile like smart phones and tablet or wired and fixed in a fixed place in the delivery room [17, 18]. Wireless devices, such as smartphones and tablets, have the advantages of being affordable, easily mobile and available all over the time. However, deterioration of video image and audio connectivity may occur due to lack of signals or battery problems, while wired devices have more reliable audio and visual connections, but restricted mobility and high cost are disadvantages. Many of expert neonatologists prefer the wired connection devices to safely provide consultation in emergent settings in the delivery room [18]. Therefore, it is advisable for each program to consider connection reliability and available functioning infrastructure before selecting a NRTP technology.

Adding to the above-mentioned equipment’s, in cases of NRTP implementation, clear indications for service activation and the process to communicate with remote neonatologists should be clear and defined in specific guidelines and a professional relationship with all other team members is crucial [19].

American telemedicine association (ATA) is a non-profit association founded in 1993 and now includes more than 400 organizations. Its main target focused on transforming health care services through enhanced, efficient online delivery [20]. The American Academy of Pediatrics established a group called supporting pediatric research on outcomes and utilization of telehealth (SPROUT) to study the advantages and disadvantages for application of telemedicine in different pediatric issues including neonatal disorders [19,21].

**Telemedicine application in Egypt**

In Egypt, there are no studies about applications of telemedicine in neonatology field up to date of writing this editorial but we think that it is the
time for application of telemedicine not only in neonatology field but also in many pediatrics’ fields to decrease patient transfer as well as to deliver the experience from experts to junior physicians and finally to decrease the morbidity and mortality in neonates and children.

**In conclusion:** Telemedicine application in neonatology is a rapidly progressing and becoming integrated into health care services as a way to facilitate access for many neonatal disorders like retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), tele-echocardiography, neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), neonatal resuscitation and family support after discharge from NICUs. We need more studies in Egypt to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of this modality of health care service.
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